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We diagonalize the transfer matrix of the inhomogeneous vertex models of the 6-vertex
type in the anti-ferroelectric regime intoducing new types of q-vertex operators. The
special cases of those models were used to diagonalize the s-d exchange model[21, 1, 6].
New vertex operators are constructed from the level one vertex operators by the fusion
procedure and have the description by bosons. In order to clarify the particle structure
we estabish new isomorphisms of crystals. The results are very simple and gure out
representation theoretically the ground state degenerations.
1 Introduction
In [2] the anti-ferroelectric XXZ hamiltonian, or equivalently, the transfer matrix of the 6-vertex
model has been diagonalized directly in the thermodynamic limit based on the quantum ane
symmetry. The method is powerful enough, on the one hand, to give the integral formulas for
correlation functions and form factors, on the other hand, to determine the physical space as a
representation of a quantum ane algebra.
Similar approach is possible for several two dimensional latticemodels such as ABFmodel[11,
4]. Among them a direct generalization of the 6-vertex model is the vertex models associated
with the perfect representations of any level[15, 16]. Although there are technical problems of
bosonozation in the case of higher levels, at least the strategy is clear and everything we need
is in our hands.
In this paper I want to add one more class of vertex models which can be solved by a
similar method and are not contained in the class of directly generalized models said above.
The vertex models which we study here is the inhomogeneous vertex models of 6-vertex type
with the inhomogeneities being in the spins. Namely, on the innite regular square lattice, with
1
each horizontal and vertical lines except a nite number of vertical lines l
1
;    ; l
n
, we associate

















;    ; s
n
. To each vertex the Boltzmann weight is dened by the corresponding











. The rational limits of those models
with n = 1 had been used to diagonalize the s-d exchange models (Kondo problem)[1, 21, 6, 20].
The central object in the symmetry approach is the q-vertex operator which was introduced
by Frenkel-Reshetikhin[5]. In the case of the 6-vertex model the q-vertex operator makes it pos-













). Using this identication, the transfer matrix, the creation-annihilation operators,
correlation functions and form factors are all described in terms of q-vertex operators.
Similarly, in our case, everything is described by q-vertex operators. But here appeares a
new phenomenon, the degeneration of the ground states. To take this eect into consideration
is crucial in the theory. To treate this situation correctly what we must do is to introduce new
kinds of q-vertex operators. Those new operators can be considered as a mixture of type I and
type II vertex operators in the terminology of [2]. Naturally they can be obtained by a fusion
procedure from level one vertex operators. In particular new operators have the description by
free elds. Hence physical quantities of our models can be written down in the form of integral
formulas. We study these formulas in the next paper.






























). In order to give the de-
scription of the correlation function or form factors we must know the structure of eigenstates



















The result is surprisingly simple (see Corollary 1). Consequently we nd that the physical space
































where sym is some symmetrization. In this tensor product the last term which is described by
a bracket is the physical space of the XXZ model. On the other hand former tensor component
describes the ground state degeneration. In the case n = 1 the dimension of the degeneracy of
the ground states coinsides with the results of Fateev-Wiegman[6] in the rational limits. This
































































which are parts of the newly introduced operators. On the space 2 descriptions of the model
and physical quantities take very simple forms. For example the transfer matrix is, up to a





(z) is the transfer matrix of the 6-vertex
model. The peculiarity of our model comes from the denition of the local operators which are
dened using vertex operators 3 and 4.
The present paper is organized in the following manner. In section 2 we review necessary
preliminaries and notations. In section 3 we establish a new type of isomorphisms of crystals
which is considered to be a generalization of the path realization of the crystals with highest
weights. Applying this isomorphism we determine the decomposition of the crystal mentioned
above. In section 4 we introduce a new vertex operators and prove their existence. The existence
theorem explains why the spectral parameters in the right hand side and in the left hand side
of 3, 4 must coinside. This fact is important to treat the ground state degeneration. The fusion
construction of the representations and R-matrices are briey reviewed in section 5. In section
6 the fusion procedure is carried out for level one vertex operators and construct new vertex
operators. The well denedness of the fusion proceadure is the main result here. We determine
the commutation relations of newly dened vertex operators using the fusion construction in
section 7. In section 8 we propose the mathematical settings for our models. In appendix 1 the
integral formulas for the highest-highest matrix element of the composition of type I and type
II vertex operators are given. In appendix 2 ,3 the description of level one vertex operators in
terms of bosons and their OPEs are given. These are used to derive the integral formulas in
appendix 1.
2 Notations and preliminaries
2.1 Denition of quantized envelopping algebra




























; d >= 0, < ; h
i









=    
1





















; ) = 1, (; ) = 0. Through (; ) we consider P

as a subset of P
so that 2 = h
1
+4d. Let us set F = Q(q) with q being the complex number transcendent over















































































= 0 (i 6= j) for x = e; f




















































(i = 0; 1).
2.2 Hopf algebra structure



























































































































. In the following sections, for
the sake of simplicity, we only write F instead of F [z; z
 1
] as far as no confusion occurs in every
situation.
2.4 Dual module












= Hom(M;F ) as a linear space,
< xw; v >=< w; a
1
(x)v > for w 2M
a
1






Here the linear dual of an integrable module with nite dimensional weight spaces should be



















































































































































2.5 Level one vertex opoerators
Let V (
i





)-module with highest weight 
i




















































(z) : V (
i






























































































































fact the images of (z) and 	(z) belong to smaller spaces[2].























(z) : V (
i












































































under the isomorphism 5.




































































































































































































































































































































































































































We shall review here the denitions and fundamental properties of crystals which we need in
the subsequent sections. The details and generalities of this section can be found in [15, 13, 14].












: B t f0g  ! B t f0g














































































;  > for b 2 B

and i.
Let us set P
cl
= P=Z and cl the projection P  ! P
cl
. Then a classical crystal is dened
using P
cl
in stead of P in the denition of an ane crystal. In this paper crystal means ane or
classical crystal. A slightly general denition of the concept of crystal is introduced in [13, 14].






























and satises  (0) = 0. A morphism of crystals is called isomorphism
(injective) if the accociated map is bijective (injective). A crystal B
1
is called a subcrystal of
B
2





For a crystal B and a subset I  f0; 1g, the I-crystal B is the set B with the same weight






(j 2 I) which is a part of the maps of the original
crystal B.




we can dene the tensor product in the following manner.





































































































































Among the crystals we need, in this paper, three kinds of crystals. The rst one is the
crystal B
s








Denition 3 (1) B
s














j = 0 otherwise:
In the following we often use the notations B
1
= f + ; - g by the correspondence + $ 0 ,
- $ 1 and identify  with 1.
The second one is the ane crystal Aff(B
s

































































































 !    :
Third one is the crystal B(
i
) associated with the crystal base of the representation V (
i
).
By now it is well known that B(
i
) is described in terms of the set of paths[15, 9]. Let us










; p(k) = ( 1)
i+k
for k >> 0g
P(
i
) has the structure of an ane crystal by[9]














The weight of a path through the above bijection can explicitly be written in terms of the
energy function [15].
For an ane crystal B we dene the dual crystal B

of B as


















































































; p(k) = ( 1)
i+k
























(0) = b, p
0
(j) = p(j + 1)(j   1).
8
2.7 The morphism of crystals induced from the Dynkin diagram
automorphism






(i = 0; 1). For a classical









































It is easy to prove that 11, 12 actually denes a classical crystal. For this crystal the following
properties hold.













by j 7! s-j .






















































The properties (2)-(4) can directly be checked using denitions. Let us prove (1). From 10,













































) for some n and
(j
1
;    ; j
n
) 2 f0; 1g
n






) as a classical crystal.
3 Isomorphisms of crystals
The structure of the space of the eigenvectors of the XXZ hamiltonian is, in the low temprature







[2]. In this section we
shall prove a new type of isomorphisms of crystals which generalize Theorem 1 (1) and give a
predicted form of the structure of the space of eigenvectors of our transfer matrix in the low
temperature limit.


















The main results in this section are












for s = 1; 2; 3;   .
9


















































is not the usual one but that
dened in [2].
The isomorphisms of Theorem 2 includes 10 as a special case s = 1. But the proof of
Theorem 2 uses the isomorphism 10.
It is sucient to prove the theorem for i = 0. Since i = 1 case is obtained by applying the
map  in subsection 2.7.



















order to dene the map  we need to describe some isomorphisms.














The isomorphism is given explicitly by
j+1 
 +  ! - 
 j for 0  j  s  1;
0 
 +  ! + 
 0 ;
j 
 -  ! + 
 j+1 for 0  j  s  1;
s 
 -  ! - 
 s :
Using the map  
1














































Now let us dene the map  in the following manner. Take any j
s



















for k  2n: (13)









































is the highest weight element of B(
0
) and the subscript of j species to which




. The well denedness of  follows from
Lemma 2 The denition of  does not depend on the choice of n which satises the condition
13.
Proof




























. These equations follow from Lemma 1.


















B = f j
s 1





and B is isomorphic to B
s






 + 7! j
s
















) and n as above. Now we shall describe  as a composition of
several crystal morphisms from the connected component of j
s





































































































































It is easy to check that the map  is the composition of the above maps. Since we can take
















 b),  is a f1g-crystal morphism.








Let us dene a map
~
 in the following manner. For j
s 1
























































In a similar manner to the  case, we can check that the denition of
~
 is independent of the
choice of n.
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 b
1













for 0  j  s  1. This follows from Lemma 1.
Now the commutativity of
~






is similarly proved as before.






 - j 0  j  s  1g t f 0 
 + g:
12
















 - 7! j+1
s









Using this description it is easy to show that the
~
 is described as a composition of f0g crystal
morphisms from any f0g-crystal connected component as before. Hence the lemma is proved.
Lemma 5  is a bijection.
Proof
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 b
1














for suciently large n. Since  
2n 1








for 1  k  2n  1
which means b = b
0

































This lemma complets the proof of theorem 2.
4 Existence of new type of vertex operators
In this section we shall prove the existence of new types of q-vertex operators, one type of which
is conjectured to induce the crystal isomorphisms in section 3. For non-zero complex numbers
z
1
;    ; z
k
and (i; j) 2 f0; 1g
2
let us dene the F [z
1
1






































v = 0 for l = 0; 1g:
Our aim here is to prove
13










































































(i; i+ 1) = 1:




































































































































































)) ' F [z
1
]:











































































































































Here we used the following lemma which can be proved in a similar way to that in [3].





















u = 0 for some l, then f
N
i
u = 0 for some N .









































































































(i; i+ 1): (14)








(i; i+ 1) according to




















v = 0; if i = 1: (16)
Let us determine the vectors which satises the condition 15 and 16. Note rst that the
condition 15 or 16 implies jn  mj = 1. In fact the vector satisfying 15 or 16 must lie in the



























































(n) = 1: (18)
(1.1) i = 0 and n = m+ 1 case

















































































(1.2) i = 0 and m = n+ 1 case
































































(1.3) i = 1 and n = m+ 1 case
15









































(1.4) i = 1 and m = n+ 1 case
The vector satisfying the condition 16 is proportional to w
n



































































































































































































(i  j  n+ i):
In the following we also call those intertwiners simply vertex operators.






(z) preserves the crystal lattice and
induces the isomorphism of crystals in section 3. Some part of Miki's conjecture[18] is a special
case of this conjecture.
5 Fusion of representations
Let us briey recall the fusion construction of representations and R-matrices in order to x
notations. Let M
i





















































































































In order to describe the isomorphism explicitly we shall introduce the following denitions.
Denition 5 (1) (
1
;    ; 
n
) is of type j if and only if ]fkj
k
= 1g = j.
(2) For (
1
;    ; 
n
) let us dene its inversion number by
inv(
1









= 0; k < ig:






























;    ; 
n
) of type j.


























































































z(1  j 




































































































































































































Here the downarrows are the natural projections.



















































which follows from the Yang-Baxter equation.








































































6 Fusion of q-vertex operators






(z) in terms of (z)






















































For the sake of simplicity hereafter we omit writting the the symbol ^of the extended tensor





)-linear projection dened in Proposition 2. Unfor-
tunately the composition of vertex operators  and 	 which gives the horizontal arrow is not
well dened in general. So we must carefully proceed in the following manner. Let us dene





























= fz 2 Cjz 6= 0g and
f(z
1






























































The operator O(zju) satises, on V (
i









































































































































and similarly for Pr(u)
jk
, Pr(u). Since Pr(z) and Pr(u) is determined uniquely under these
























































To simplify the notations we use the same symbol Pr(z) althought the space acted by it is




























































is a commutative diagram.































> (appendix?) implies that O(zju) has




















for any j; k. Because
there is a possibility to occur a pinch of the integration pathes only in those cases. Moreover it
is easy to prove that these poles are at most simple. Hence it is sucient to prove that there are







































































are the small circles around 0, 1 going anti-clockwise and clockwise direction
respectively. Here, for the sake of simplicity, we omit writing the integrands. Then the integral

































































































































). Hence after taking residues in w
a
p










































































. Hence it has no singularities there.
















































































) = 0 (20)





























































































































(j < k). We can similarly prove that Pr(u)O(zju)
































Theorem 4 (1) The operator O(z) is not zero as a linear map.















































































Hence O(z) is not zero as a linear map.









)-linear. Therefore it is sucient to prove that O(z) com-





Let us prove the commutativity of O(z) with e
0
. The case of f
0
is similarly proved. The

























































































































z(1  j  n). It is easily proved, using








































) linear, 22 holds. Let












































































































































 1) < v
0























(j < k) and A












(j < k), by


















Now let us decompose < v
0






































































































Proof:(1): This follows from 8.
(3): This is obvious from proposition 5 (2).








































































































) as a factor of its zero divisor. Taking




































(l < s; 1  l  j   1)
by the induction on j. The j = 2 case is obvious from proposition 5 (2).




















































By the induction hypothesis O
(1)






(l < s; 1  l  k   1). Hence
O
k










(l < s; 1  l  k 1).











(k < s). Hence the statement is proved for j = k + 1.






















































































































































































z) on V (
1
):
7 Commutation relations of vertex operators
Using the fusion construction we can determine the commutation relations of vertex operators
in section 4 and 6. Here we give only commutation relations which is used for the application


























































































































































































which is explicitly described
in 18 and 17.
















































































































































































































































) etc. and i+ j   k etc. means that the number








































































































































































































(1  j  n) in both hand sides of the
























































































































































































































































































































































































































in the right hand














. It is easy to see that this





















. The latter coecient is
























































































































z(1  j  n + 1).
25





























































































































































for all 1  j  n+ 1.











































































































. In fact, for generic values of z
0
j


































































(z) as in the right hand side






























z(1  j  n+ 1). By













































. Taking into account the fact that, in the






























) >= 0 for 0  k  2:






































































































































































z(1  j  n+ 1).









































) in both hand sides of the equation
27 and using Lemma 10, Lemma 11, equation 6, we have the equality in the statement of
Proposition 6.














































































































































































































































Theorem 5 (1) follows from this equation and Proposition 6.































































Similarly to the Proposition 5, we can prove that (Pr(z) 
 Pr(u))O(zju)(w) and (Pr(z) 













































































c(z;w)  1. Taking Pr(z)









z(1  j  n), we obtain the desired equation.
8 Inhomogeneous vertex model of 6-vertex type






for the sake of simplicity and assume  1 < q < 0. Let




;    ; s
N
and vertical lines l
1
;    ; l
N
. Then the vertex model which we








each edge on horizontal lines and on vertical lines except l
1
;    ; l
N
. With each edge on the
line l
j
we associate the vector space V
s
j







(1). We can assume that the lines l
1
;    ; l
N
are successive
by including 1 in the set of s
j
. Let us rst give the mathematical objects and after that explain
the validity of them. We use the following vertex operators in this section.


































































































































































































). The representation theoretical formulation for the model is given by


































(Transfer matrix) The transfer matrix is given by
























































































































































































































































































































Let us explain why we have given the mathematical setting as above. The less obvious
denition is that of the transfer matrix. If it is permitted then others are rather natural
compared with the case of the XXZ model. So we shall explain the reason of our denition of
the transfer matrix. The natural denition of the transfer matrix T (z) should be








































































(1;    ; 1)
and its inverse. Let us calculate the map
~




























































is a commutative diagram. Using the commutation relations 32 we have
~



































































































Hence, up to a scalar factor, the transfer matrix coinsides with 1 
 T
XXZ
(z). If we normalize






In this paper we introduce new kinds of q-vertex operators and using them propose the math-







(z) already appeared in Miki's paper[18] in the simplest non-trivial form n = 1
in a dierent context.
It follows from our mathematical setting of the models that the excitation energies over
the ground states are the same as that of the 6-vertex model. In our approach the impu-
rity contributions to the several physical quantities may be calculated through the correlation
functions.
As in the case of the other solvable lattice models[4, 10] the trace of the compositions of

















(z)), those equations are dierent from the q-KZ equation with
mixed spins. Hence the situation is rather unexpected from the point of view by the rough
pictorial arguments[10, 4].
The new vertex operators can be considered as non-local operators actiong on the physical
space of the XXZ-model. This fact may open the door to study the fusion model[19, 17] of the
6vertex model using the vertex operators dened here.
Obviously we can introduce the inhomogeneities in the spectral parameter (or the rapidities).


























I am grateful to N. Reshetikhin for stimulating discussions.
A Appendix1



































































































































































































































































































































; a; b; c; d is dened as follows.
fag = fjj
j
= 0g; fbg = fjj
j
= 1g; fcg = fjj
j



















































(all a) are outside.




































































































We give the description of the level one vertex operators (z) and 	(z) on the free eld

























































































































































































































































































Here we give the OPE of the level one vertex operators. Notations are the same as that in [8]
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